HOMELAND SECURITY (HLS)

HLS 540: Comparative Homeland Security and Related Methods

3 Credits

The course will address international cooperation in Homeland Security and compare select national approaches as well as teach related practical methods of analysis. HLS 540 Comparative Homeland Security and Related Methods (3) The need for a coordinated, international response to security threats to citizens and societies since 9/11 has never been greater. Homeland security in the U.S. is a specific subset of national security that focuses on a risk-informed mission space, addressing it by law-enforcement – as opposed to defense; concepts and capabilities, and working across the country and around the world to keep the American nation safe and secure. Homeland security and civil security policies and strategies to make nations secure and resilient against terrorist as well as all-hazards threats were established not only in the U.S. but also in many other countries in the world, based on the need to work with international partners. This course provides students with information and skills to undertake international comparative analysis of civil security threats and ways to address those threats. Crucial aspects of this course will include a comparative examination of select topics, such as: critical infrastructure protection; cybersecurity; use of armies in homeland security; public-private partnerships; security governance; as well as the creation of &ldquo;security&rdquo; as public good and its &ldquo;delivery&rdquo; to the citizens in different countries, along with U.S. collaboration with other nations. The course is rooted in the research focus of civil security. This refers to an all-hazards approach to identifying and closing security gaps based on a mission-centered, comprehensive approach (prevention, preparedness, mitigation, response, recovery &ndash; plus transversal aspects such as resilience) that is tuned to end-user requirements, and speaks to technological and societal aspects (including ethical and legal issues). Civil security focuses on both &ldquo;all of government&rdquo; and &ldquo;whole of community.&rdquo; It includes dual-use aspects and civil-military interaction in crisis management, but excludes military-only aspects. The course places an emphasis on U.S.-European Union (EU) comparisons based on a related U.S.-EU implementing arrangement, and covers other world regions also. It will further scrutinize comparative analysis of emergent threats and challenges by focusing on risk cultures and security cultures in different countries. Moreover, the course will critically assess &ndash; across different countries &ndash; citizens&rsquo; perceptions of homeland security and public acceptance of the use of security technology for surveillance and other purposes, across different countries. The comparative perspective cannot be taught without investigating methods and analytical approaches. Lessons will therefore include comparative examination of research-related methods as well as practical methods &ndash; such as risk and vulnerability assessment &ndash; used in the policy sector, and how and why those differ across countries.

Prerequisite: HLS 801, HLS 803, HLS 805, P ADM401, and P ADM802

HLS 558: Disaster Psychology

3 Credits

Explores psychological impact of disasters and terrorist attacks on victims, families, rescuers, and society and methods of reducing negative effects.

Prerequisite: permission of the instructor
HLS 801: Homeland Security Administration: Policies and Programs
3 Credits
Foundation for understanding homeland security history, the development of homeland security policies and organizations, and current management approaches.
Cross-listed with: PADM 801

HLS 802: Multifaceted Approaches to Homeland Security
3 Credits
Examination of the roles of the public and private sectors and the military in preparing, mitigating, and responding to disasters. PADM 802 Multifaceted Approaches to Homeland Security (3) Preparedness and responsiveness have long been part of the law enforcement and military lexicon; however 9/11 expanded the terms' application and the number of people who held responsibility for their implementation. The result is a growing interest surrounding the nature of the terrorist threat and how intelligence fusion is essential to prevention; the role of the military in civil society; cooperation among federal, state, and local agencies as well as the private sector in response to a catastrophic event; the importance of planning and exercises to improve the mitigation of such events. This course, Multifaceted Approaches to Homeland Security, introduces relevant perspectives and concepts related to these topics and develops a framework that demonstrates their interconnectivity. In addition to providing a conceptual understanding of key ideas, it familiarizes the students with the roles played by various entities (e.g., law enforcement, intelligence organizations, the military, and federal, state, and local agencies) and the ad hoc framework in which they exercise their responsibilities. The course introduces students to intelligence and the importance of intelligence fusion as a counter-terrorism force as well as the need for collaboration among all relevant actors and the integration of actions and planning. Finally, it provides an opportunity to evaluate "table top" exercises, a key component in mitigating the impact of future events. The course will motivate students to understand how to protect against and respond to the threats of the 21st century.
Prerequisite: PADM 401

HLS 803: Homeland Security: Social and Ethical Issues
3 Credits
This course will examine the social, political, legal, and ethical issues that arise in the context of homeland security.
Cross-listed with: PHIL 803

HLS 804: Strategic Planning and Organizational Imperatives in Homeland Defense and Security
3 Credits
The Homeland Security framework depends on strategic planning and organization. This course examines the key issues associated with these. Strategic Planning and Organizational Imperatives in Homeland Defense and Security (3) The Strategic Planning and Organizational Imperatives in Homeland Defense and Security course builds on PADM 401 and introduces the essential concepts of planning for the response to all hazards incidents. While the JPS is studied in-depth as a template for a logical planning sequence to organize and employ resources effectively and efficiently, it is not the only system available to municipalities to complete these tasks. The National Incident Management System (NIMS) and its companion policy guidance document, the National Response Plan (NRP), provide broad policy guidance for a comprehensive approach to domestic incident management to prevent, prepare for, respond to, and recover from all hazards incidents. Familiarity with the NIMS and the NRP are essential for individuals to integrate into and be a valuable member of destructive event mitigation and response, whether disasters are natural or human-caused. Critical infrastructure, key resources, and border protection provide the framework for the nation's homeland security and defense efforts. Over eighty percent of these resources reside in the private sector. This presents a challenge to the nation, particularly in the areas of policy guidance and information sharing between the public and the private sectors. These challenges will be presented and analyzed during this course. Participant's understanding of the principles presented will be measured through the preparation of an analysis of a key homeland security/defense issue related to the materials presented.
Prerequisite: PADM 401

HLS 805: Violence, Threats, Terror, and Insurgency
3 Credits
This course examines political violence committed by non-state groups as it applies to homeland security from both a domestic and global perspective.
Cross-listed with: CRIM 805, PLSC 805

HLS 811: Fundamentals of Homeland Security
3 Credits
Fundamentals of Homeland Security provides foundational knowledge about homeland security policy, strategy, organization, and legal issues in the U.S. context. HLS 811, Fundamentals of Homeland Security, is a graduate course which focuses on providing a broad overview of homeland security activities as undertaken in the United States since 9/11. Key policy stakeholders at the federal, state, tribal, and local levels throughout the homeland security enterprise must be ever mindful of the principal goals established in the National Strategy for Homeland Security, as well as the basic homeland security missions delineated in the Quadrennial Homeland Security Review. While these will guide a significant portion of the course discussions, they are not the only issues to be examined. Students will also discuss: certain critical legal issues relevant to the implementation and execution of homeland security activities; Executive Branch policies and strategies; homeland security plans and programs; the homeland security organization; and how the United States deals with "all hazards. Students will come to understand the history of homeland security as it evolved from the traditional fields of civil defense and emergency management studies, and will further come to appreciate the problems and prospects of establishing proactive homeland security and emergency management capabilities in a modern threat environment that calls for a higher level of preparedness and significantly more awareness. Knowledge will be obtained about how to provide security against various hazards, natural or manmade (e.g., hurricanes, floods, bombings, chemical, biological, or cyber attacks), how to protect critical infrastructure sectors (e.g., transportation, agriculture), and how to plan for effective response and recovery efforts (e.g., first responder, law enforcement, humanitarian relief efforts). The principles and practices of emergency management planning (e.g., risk analysis, emergency preparedness, incident command) are also discussed in this and other courses throughout the iMPS-HLS curriculum. Instruction also focuses on emerging principles of operating
in the interagency environment, as well as multi-jurisdictional cooperation involving the private sector, law enforcement, academia, nonprofits, and private citizens. In addition to gaining a broad understanding of the homeland security enterprise, students will also gain some experience in asymmetric thinking, develop an appreciation for the growing body of literature in the homeland security discipline, and have the opportunity to examine key homeland security issues through formal writing assignments.

HLS 832: U.S. Military's Domestic Imperative: Homeland Defense and Defense Support of Civil Authorities

3 Credits

Provides an overview of the homeland defense mission and defense support of civil authorities during disasters, and the distinctions between the two. HLS 832 U.S. Military's Domestic Imperative: Homeland Defense and Defense Support of Civil Authorities (3) The U.S. Military's Domestic Imperative: Homeland Defense (HD) and Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA), will explain the military's HD mission and DSCA during disasters, and the distinctions between the two. Any prospective homeland security practitioner should understand the basics of the Department of Defense's (DOD) roles, missions, and functions in protecting the homeland, as well as how DOD provides support to civil authorities. This is especially true if Penn State graduates will be the future leaders of the homeland security enterprise. The course will provide students with the generally accepted body of knowledge in HD and DSCA required of the homeland security professional. The course focuses on: policies and procedures; roles, missions, and functions of DOD in a HD or DSCA environment; key players at the federal, state, and local levels; and critical legal issues. In addition to gaining a broad, general understanding of this wide range of subjects, students will also gain some experience in critical thinking in the disciplines of HD and DSCA.

Prerequisite: HLS 801

HLS 875: U.S. Homeland Security Law

3 Credits

This course assesses the controlling authorities that pertain to homeland security, from the U.S. Constitution to major federal statutes, court decisions, and executive directives. Beyond an analysis of the universal relevance of law to homeland security, specific issues are considered in detail, based on their relationship to U.S. vital national interests. The course also emphasizes the compelling standard that government organizations, as well as the professional practitioner, perform competently in all situations. It provides current and future homeland security practitioners with established knowledge and methodologies in the field of the study of U.S. homeland security law, as applied to practice. It focuses on the essential role that law plays in providing practical solutions for homeland security problems across all preparedness capabilities, from prevention and protection to response and recovery. Beyond application of knowledge from the many dimensions of homeland security law in the context of providing pragmatic solutions for professionals, the course is designed to stimulate critical thinking and improve students' leadership attributes in order to support them in becoming accomplished practitioners, while reaffirming their commitment to the de facto and de jure requirement to preserve fundamental rights and freedoms.